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Top 10 Benefits of JHA SafeGuardSM

In today’s global economy, companies can conduct business anywhere and everywhere. With that opportunity comes a 
great burden for you to ensure your business relationships are lawful and legitimate, which can be achieved through routine 
scanning of U.S. and international restricted party watch lists. 

The trouble is that staying up-to-date on the latest rules and regulations affecting your industry can be very difficult – to say 
the least – especially when you’re talking about multiple departments and systems. 

JHA SafeGuard delivers the industry’s most effective solution, combining the latest technology with advanced algorithms and 
all-encompassing databases to help you stay compliant. Below are the top 10 benefits of JHA SafeGuard, the industry leader 
for watchlist screening efficiency.

JHA SafeGuard:

1. Fully integrates into Jack Henry & Associates, Inc.® cores. 

2. Provides detailed reports and audit trails for compliance tracking and auditing purposes.

3. Offers sophisticated “Fuzzy Logic,” an algorithm based on patterns and data that enhances the accuracy of the   
 scanning of data for OFAC, resulting in a significant reduction of false OFAC suspects.

4. Provides one algorithm to explain to examiners, allowing for more efficient reviews.

5. Provides black lists (blocked customer lists) and white lists (good/cleared customer lists).

6. Offers real-time scanning.

7. Runs in the background and automatically scans for new account openings.

8. Allows for customized thresholds.

9. Significantly improves reductions in false positives.

10. Offers extensive administrative settings, like the ability to see error resolutions and add notes, have a review   
 process, and query data through a wizard-type tool.

JHA SafeGuard is a Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) compliance platform that provides fast deployment and reduces support 
needs, while requiring no hardware investment and minimal IT involvement.

This product automates watch list screening with 
robust auditing and reporting features. It includes 
added components that let you conduct single 
lookups to manually input and review matches, 
perform machine to-machine searches for transparent 
integration with your applications, and conduct flat 
file batch process.

JHA SafeGuard scans ACH, wires, and CIF (new, 
maintenance, updated lists). 

JHA SafeGuardSM

THE RISK IS REAL
It only takes ONE bad transaction to derail an entire organization: 

$4.4B
Penalties are severe: from 
2009-2018, OFAC alone 
imposed $4.4 billion in fines

$1M
60% of these 
fines totaled more 
than $1 million

In 2018, 71% of all 
OFAC fines came from 
non-financial businesses

*CSI’s Understanding OFAC White Paper
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